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At an unprecedented time in human history that has left nearly everyone across the 
planet looking for answers, the sizzlin’ hot Rock of Swami Lushbeard is back with a new 
single – “#Enemy” – that promises to add even more thought-provoking questions about 
the meaning of your existence to your daily lives. 

To create the vibrant intensity of “#Enemy,” the LA-based band incorporated a recipe 
for Rock music that’s tried, tested, and true, with something borrowed, something 
blue, something red and something YOU in the mix to be enjoyed by all.  That’s right – 
EVERYONE.  Amidst the most divided point in time that the world has ever known, Swami 
Lushbeard is bringing the people together with a bold reminder that although it’s not 
always the same target shared between us, we all have a “#Enemy” in common.  Whether 
the “#Enemy” is coming from the left or the right of an icy political divide designed to 
break the spirit of humanity, or the #Enemy represents silent killers like the Coronavirus 
epidemic, this wild & exciting new ride from Swami Lushbeard will have you questioning 
who the heroes are just as much as the villains…and leave you to wonder if perhaps the 
“#Enemy” they’re singing about, might even be you.

Thanks to the incredible support pouring in for the band throughout their Kickstarter 
campaign last year, Swami Lushbeard has put in maximum effort into every single 
moment of their studio time to ensure they’re putting out their best music to-date – and 
the blazing combination of wild instrumentation and powerfully unified harmonies on the 
lead-single “#Enemy” confirm they’re ready to scorch the earth on the way to the top of 
the charts in 2020 with their revitalized lineup and most complete record yet.  Join in the 
battle for the soul of America with a copy of the savage new Swami Lushbeard single 
“#Enemy” on April 1st, the lead cut from their upcoming EP out this year…and be ready to 
question not just what side of the fence you’re really standing on, but why you’re there, 
and what it is you’re really standing for. 

Swami Lushbeard Unleashes A Furiously Entertaining New Single – “#Enemy” Is Out April 1st!


